
Robert Smith 
Associate Imaging Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To become an active member of a team that will provide challenging goals 
and will utilize strong organizational skills and professional background.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Associate Imaging Technician
ABC Corporation -   April 2004 – April 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Processed mail and packages from Speedee, FedEx, UPS, Cross Country.
 Used the Pitney Bowes sorting machine.
 Operated electronic or computerized scanning equipment to produce 

and screen film separations of Photographs or art for use in producing 
lithographic .

 Performed Quality Control checks for deficiencies in the film.
 Created Barcodes Shipped imaged documents to Corporate 

Headquarters for filing.
 Prepared and shipped inactive records to storage center.
 Performed all forms of photographic lab work, from analog film 

development, custom black and white printing to digital image 
correction with Photoshop.

Imaging Technician
Delta Corporation -   2001 – 2004 

Responsibilities:

 Supervisor Mark Olszewski, 321-853-4135 Located in the Kennedy 
Institutional Imaging Facility (KiiF), my responsibilities include 
processing digital .

 Am also responsible for archiving the digital still and video imagery 
produced by the IMCS contract since 2008.

 Am also further tasked with providing photographic support to IMCS 
customers for various KSC events and providing launch tracking support
to our NASA,.

 Scan account documents into banking system.
 Upload each document and index the information into the banks image 

centre.
 Enter customers account information, file documents alphabetically.
 Selecting and editing photos with programs such as PhotoMechanic, 

DxO and Photoshop Offloading various media and organizing into the 
appropriate .

Education

DECA - 1990(hopewell valley regional high school - Hopewell, NJ)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service 
Representative, Cashier.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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